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ABSTRACT

phoneticians are remarkably expert at
rreading' speech waveforms.
This paper
describes an attempt to capture this
knowledge for use as a segmentation and
early label I i ng knowledge source for a
continuous speech recognition system. As
well as deriving information from the
waveform directly, the decisions made by
the waveform deciphering knowledge source
are based on a reLated series of functions
derived from the waveform. These
functions, which relate to both
valley-to-peak and zero crossing measures,
are computationally very efficient and it
would seem that the frequency analogues of
these functions could provide an
alternative means of deriving a certain
amount of the spectral information more
usual 1y obtained through spectrograns.
Many

I NTRODUCT ION

All.continuous speech recognition systems
need a segmentation component which'takes
continuous speech or a function suih as a
spectral function thereof as input and
produces as output a set of markers
indicating the beginning and end of
segnents i.n the speech. In the case of
our system, F0PH0, the fact that the
higher leveI processi.ng algorithms that
have been designed are very context
dependent [ 1 ] woutd indicaie that the
appropriate segments to be delineated by
the segmentation algori thm would be
syllables or pseudo-sylIables. However a
basic system design philosophy led us to
explore an alternative method of
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segmentation that yielded se.gments which
were phonemes, inasmuch as a
phoneme can be defined

The system design criteri.on that led us to
develop the segmentation and early

1abelling algorithm described in this

paper is that our system is being built as
an expert system where the expertise being
captured is that of a phonetician

transcribing a foreign language - hence
the name of the system, F0pHO; standins
for Foreign Phonetician [2]. In analyiing
the operation of. the expert phoneticiin
anongst us (P.R. ) we discoveied that one
of his specialisations was a remarkable
facility for 'readingr waveforms. As well
as being able to perform rough phoneme
level segmentation of the waiefbrm we
found that he could also label these
phoneme-segments with various perceptually
meaningful features. Typically, thl
features he can rreadr fiom thb waveform
( if he knows the time-scale) include the
fundamental frequency in voiced speech and
hence the Iikely sex of the speak'er, the
rate of speaking, the locatioirs of
stressed vowels and sometimes the
imate ident i ty of these vowel s, the
fpprox
locations of- silence, of fricatives. of
many plosives, and of rnost non-vowei
sonorants. In particular he seems very
good at spotting nasals. Where he is
uncertain of the manner and place
classifications of a sound he can produce
a likely set of alternatives. Where he is
uncertain of the number of phonemes in a
particular segment of speech he can. by
reasoning about the length of time
involved and the speakeirs typical
speaKrng rate, put upper and lower bounds
on the number of phonemes in the segment.
Furthermore he can often spot
peculiarities in phonation'such as creaky
voice. An illustration of a hand
segmented waveforn is giv-n-iii-Figure l.
}{e felt that an attempt to capture this
waveform reading expertise would Drovide a
useful backup knowledge source to the
overall continuous speech recognition
system if it did not in fact constitute
the.main segmentation and early labelling
facility within the system.
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is, we would argue, nore natural for the
domain of speech waveforms as well as

I

being computationally straightforward.
A. particularly
interesting feature of this
technique is that the thiid derived
function, W3, is remarkably similar to the
waveform energy (see Figurb 3), This is
in line with Scarrrs predictlon I S ] that
rrneasurement of the crossing distances
under the high arnplitude paits of the
waveform might give a measure of the
centre of the spectral energy in the
_
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Figure 1: Hand segnenting (above waveform)
and automatic segmenting (below waveform)
for speaker 18 (fernale) saying /gl:.taks/
fron ilhieroglyphics'r. (p - plosive,
c - consonant, yo - vowe1, f - fricative,
v - voiced)
,

A

WAVEFORM ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE

Capturing the knowledge of our expert was
relatively straightforward in that the
phonetician hand segrnented and labelled a
large number of passages of continuous
:peech- produced by a variety of speakers
from
the Australian English databise Il]
and provided a rationale for his
segmentation decisions. This ratlonale
could often be re-cast into recognition
rules which dealt with features of the
plotted waveform. These waveform features
seened to relate to both zero-crossinqs
per unit time and waveform amplitude information. To extract these features
autonatically we developed a waveform
analysis technique the output from which
was then used for specialised feature
extraction. The analysis technique
involves the derivation of a related
series of fuctions from the waveform, The
values of the first function in the
series, Wl, are the valley-to-peak
araplitudes of the positive gradient
sections of the speech waveform plotted as
a function of time except for positive
gradi.ent va1ley-to-peak sectiois that do
not cross the zero-axis. The value of the
function at these times 1s the sum of the
yaveform anplitude values of the valley
and the peak involved. The second
function in the series, W2, is derived by
performing the calculations described
above on the Wl waveform and the third
function in the series, W3, is derived in
a sinilar manner frorn W2, Figure 2
illustrates the derivation of W1 and W2
fron a waveform.
This waveform analysis technique is
computationally very efficient as no
multiplication or division is involved.
Like Witkinrs algorithm [4] the technique
aims at finding a qualitative description
of a waveform but unlike Witkin's
algori thm it produces a description which

passbandrr.

SEGMENTATION ALGORITHM

The current segmentation algorithm is

a

four-pass algori thrn which uses the W3
function of the waveform as input. In the
first pass of the algorithm foirr parallel
processes Pl-P4 operate. In p1 the onset
and ternination of voiced regions and the
highest point within those regions are
determined. The onset is calLulated bv
finding the last valley before the WJ
function attains a value of 300.
(Absolute values are- used as the record ing
was level controlled).
The end of voicing
is determined at the point when W3 first
falls to a value 80t below the value of W3
at the highest point in the current voiced
region. P2 tags frication by measuring
4
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Figure 2: The derivation of Wl and
a waveform.
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The fourth pass deletes consonant

fricative

and

sections of short duration
produced by the previous pass.
RESULTS

The segmentaton algorithm described

above

was developed using the speech of two
speakers reading two narrative passages,

The algorithm was tested with 20 sec of

the speech of six further speakers, this
time reading an expository passage. An
example of the output is given in Figure

1.

96t of all voiced sounds were labelled
voiced, All stressed vowels except for
those preceding nasals were classed as
vowels. Considering all vowels, stre.ssed
and unstressed,65t were labe11ed vowel
and a further 271 were at least labelled
as consonant or voiced.
Figure 3: A comparison of the function
(below) with the waveform energy (above)
for speaker 20 (male) saying /rnsek/from
" insectstt.
the time density of the W3 points.
Sections of W3 are picked which have no
two points further away than 7.5 msec. If
these sections have a duration greater
than 40 msec and the time distance between
W3 points is less than 5 msec the sections
are tagged as fricatives.
P3 tags as
consonants those regions of 1ow W3 point
density i.e. regions in which no two poins
are closer than 7.5 msec. These regions
must also have a duration greater than
15 msec and an average time distance
between l{3 points of greater than 5 msec.
The catdgory 'consonant' used here refers
to sonorants, voiced plosives and
fricatives,
P4 is a silence detector.
The second pass is applied to the output
of Pl. It involves the re-classification
of some vowel regions into plosive or
fricative.
If a voiced reg ion is of
duration less than 40 msec then the region
is tagged as a plosive. If the average
point distance is less than 5 msec and the
highest amplitude is less than 2000 then
the region is tagged as fricative.
Concurrently, vowel regions are determined
by finding those sections on either side
of the highest point of non-plosive,
non-fricative voiced regions where the
point values do not drop bel.ow 50t of the
local maximum ( 70t if the maxinum is less
than 2000).
The third pass involves nerging the output
of the first and second passes. Where a
section of speech is classified as a vowel
and as a fricative or consonant then the
vowel or silence classification overrides
the alternative classi.f i.cation.

W3

741 of. all fricatives were labelled
fricative, the mistakes here being mainly

in the classiflcation of voiced fricatives
as 94t of the voiceless fricatives were
correctly Labe11ed. In particular, 97t of
the examples of. /s/ were correctly
labelled,
48t of all voiced consonants were labelled
consonant and 22t of plosives were
labelled as such. Clearly the algorithm
needs improvement here.

Although the segmentation results for each
speaker were not the same, the differences
in the results between different speakers
were not statistically
significant.
FURTHER CLASSIFICATION

As the results of the previous section

indicate, the segmentation algorithrn as it
exists needs some fine tuning. As well as
doing this we are currently working on the
incorporation of further passes which use
prosodic knowledge and 1oca1 knowledge of
speaking rate and speaker idiosyncracies.
These further passes will critically
influence the developmental tuning of
earlier passes.
Most of our recent development however has
concentrated on rules relating to the
frequency analogues of Wl, W2 and lrl3,

That is we plotted as a function of time
the inverse of the time-distance between
the points for each function. These
inverse functions will be referred to as
Ml, M2 and M5. Figures 4 and 5 are
exanples of such a plot for Ml. The three
types of inverse plots are interesting in
that M3 gives a general indication of the
fundamental frequency, M2 the first
formant region and Ml the second formant
region. In figure 4 the Ml graph for the
low back vowel /c/ is shown while figure 5
displays the M1 graph for the front
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Figure 4: The function Ml for speaker l8
producing /smc/ from rrsmallrr.
diphthong /erl.

As can be seen from the
figures, the front vowel region is
characterised by Ml having no values below
about 950H2 and a scatter of values above
950H2. The back vowel, on the other hand,
is characterised by having almost a1l its
Ml values in the range 500-1400H2.
Furtherrnore, the M1 graph for the back
vowel displays relatively stable rtracks,,
the first two of which correspond to the
fornant tracks for this vowel.
Other i.nteresting features of the Ml
graphs are that examples of /s/ are
characterised by having no values bel.ow
about 4400H2 while examples of nasals,
apart from the devoiced section, have no
values below 950H2.
Using the Ml-M3 functions we expect to be
able to add to the system rules'for
fundamental frequency and place of
articulation.
As well we expect to be
able to augment the nurnber of manner of
articulation rules in the systen.
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Figure 5: The function Ml for speaker lg
produclng /nazb/ from rrnay be".
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